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We aspire to effectively create simple and timeless design,
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Bio

EVA CHRISTINE JENSEN is the Founder and Principal of Eva 
Jensen Design, and a Danish and US licensed Architect.

Having studied at The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, 
School of Architecture (KADK), in Copenhagen Denmark, and 
the Politecnico in Milan, Eva Jensen pursued an international 
career working both in Denmark and abroad.

Upon graduation, Eva Jensen was invited to teach architecture 
as an assistant professor at KADK and following stimulating 
years of teaching Eva Jensen decided to transition from 
academia to focus on full-time architecture practice.

Inspired by travels and working with renowned and successful 
architecture firms, among some, Angelo Mangiarotti, Milan, 
Michael Hopkins, London, Henning Larsen, Copenhagen, as 
well as Shelton Mindel, New York, Eva Jensen founded her 
own architecture and design studio in New York.

Eva Jensen has all through her body of work aspired to develop 
a design to the highest set of standards possible. To unify detail, 
structure and space into a cohesive whole. At different points 
throughout her career, as an assistant professor at KADK, 
and later as a practicing architect in Denmark and the US, 
she has dedicated time to in-depth research studies resulting 
in installations and exhibitions. Eva Jensen was awarded 
residencies at both the Danish Institute in Rome  and Athens 
to pursue these studies. Inspiration is drawn from juxtaposing 
architectural history studies with contemporary design, nature, 
material and technology research.

With a Danish background, and informed by her Nordic heritage 
and foundation  in architecture and visual arts. Eva Jensen 
provides a hands-on approach for designing with materials and 
form. This has established a culture for creating spaces and 
objects motivated equally by purpose and poetry.

Eva Jensen aspires to conceive projects with light as a primary 
material, striving for cohesive and distilled design solutions. 
Inspired by nature, science, culture and observed needs, and 
in collaboration with clients and a great team of consultants, 
Eva Jensen strives to develop spaces and structures by 
expressing their highest potential. Using a reductive approach 
and creating spaces that speak of simplicity and effortless 
refinement Eva Jensen values aesthetically pleasing solutions 
that are contextual relevant. The intention is to inspire, engage 
and shape improved spaces for people, empowering to fulfill 
life’s potential.
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WHO WE ARE

Eva Jensen Design is an award-winning New York based 
multidisciplinary Architecture and Interior Design Studio 
founded in 2005 by NY licensed, Danish architect and 
Principal Eva Christine Jensen, AIA, MAA. 

We are a team of engaged architects, designers and 
consultants with a passion to shape, and an aptitude 
to listen and collaborate. We offer a focused mindset, a 
thoughtful process, and a directed drive for giving form to 
the needs and desires of our clients. We seek to apply our 
know how in order to realize our clients visions. We point 
our energy and perseverance towards execution of these 
to the highest quality standards possible, within a project 
management framework of budget, schedule and scope. 

Our approach to design emerges from equal part purpose 
and poetry. Calling upon our roots in the Danish design 
tradition, we strive to extract essence of function and form, 
and see potential in context of space. 
Through analysis of complex conditions, options and 
opportunities we work towards synthesis and distilled 
design solutions. Our design is developed towards an 
articulation of simplicity and timelessness. 

EJD provides a hands-on approach and emphasizes 
concern for detail. We aspire to create spaces that connect 
people to culture and nature. With a focus on light, materials 
and cohesiveness we strive for innovation and authentic 
design solutions.
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WHAT WE DO

EJD offers an international experience rooted in the Danish 
design tradition, and work in a full range of architecture 
and design projects with a niche in high-end residential 
architecture and interiors, furniture design, and art 
installations. 

We provide professional services in all areas relating to 
architecture and design, from program development and 
conceptual studies to design development and construction 
documents including construction administration and 
project management. We have specialized knowledge and 
experience in interior and art installations, and proficiencies 
in post construction close-out and service set up for 
customized maintenance service of completed projects.

Knowledge gathered from years of experience, with a wide 
range of professional partners gives us insight and an 
accumulated awareness. This, together with our network of 
highly qualified consultants, skilled contractors, craftsmen 
and artisans, and a selected group of vendors gives us value 
and ability to work in a flexible and efficient manner applying 
proven problem-solving skills for resolution and execution.

HOW WE DO IT

Eva Jensen Design views all projects as unique, and 
our methodology is shaped by an artistic, analytic and 
systematic mindset. We develop our work through 
inspirational references, research and thorough analysis, 
with a sensibility for material, color, light, and a meticulous 
concern for detail. 

Our approach to design emerges from equal part purpose 
and poetry, seeking to extract the essence of function and 
form and to embrace landscape and context of space.

Through analysis of complex conditions and visualization 
of possible design options, we work towards synthesis and 
distilled design solutions.

Our design is developed to tie all parts into a cohesiveness 
whole with a story that revolves around timeless simplicity. 
We encourage our clients to express their thoughts 
and ideas, and consider it our obligation to listen, with a 
determination to transform these into buildable design 
that match or surpass their dreams. Especially in high-end 
residential architecture we seek to customize our services 
and designs.
 
We consider it our responsibility to shape people’s homes 
as portraits, reflecting their sensibility and essence while 
creating spaces with functional purpose, where they can 
feel truly comfortable, enabling an experience of enjoyment 
for life while reaching to fulfill its potential.
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STUDIO/TEAM

We question what is, and challenge what can be. Through 
observations, research and analysis we work to synthesize 
and extract the essence of function and form. Seeking to 
distill the complex into design solutions with a notion of 
simplicity. We are interested in design, art and science. 
We believe landscape, context, buildings, furnishings and 
art are all connected and relevant for creating architecture, 
which can inspire humanity and create a positive and 
enduring impact

We aspire to design with values founded by humanity and 
poetry connecting people with culture and nature.

We focus on light and cohesiveness in design, striving for 
innovation, authentic, meaningful and aesthetic appealing 
design solutions with a concern for detail. 

We draw inspiration from life, by simply living, from art and 
science by experiencing and studying how things work, 
and are always observing the way people, culture, nature, 
structures and elements interact.

We listen and value collaboration in order to create 
architecture and design with the intention to inspire, improve 
and empower people to reveal life’s promise.
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Circle Shade, Portable Canopy System by Eva Jensen Design 
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ADDRESS

EVA JENSEN DESIGN LLC
43 – 32 22nd St Suite 402-1 
LIC NEW YORK 11101

VIEW MAP  >

Eva Jensen Design is an award-winning multidisciplinary New York based architecture and design studio founded by 
principal Eva Christine Jensen, AIA, MAA. 

EJD offers an international experience rooted in the Danish design tradition, and works in a full range of design projects with 
a niche in high-end residential architecture and interiors, furniture design, and art installations. 

EJD emphasizes attention to detail and aspires to create spaces that connect people to culture and nature with a focus on 
light and cohesiveness, striving for innovation and authentic design solutions.

SOCIAL MEDIAPHONE

212 242 6888

MAIL

info@evajensendesign.com

FOR FURTHER INQUIRIES AND IMAGES PLEASE CONTACT US. 
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Competition: Socrates Sculpture Park folly 2018, New York
4 December, 2017 By Merlin Fulcher

The Architectural League of New York has announced an open international contest for a $6,000 public seating installation at
Socrates Sculpture Park in Queens (Deadline: 8 January)

The latest edition of the park’s annual competition invites architects and designers to draw up concepts for movable seating structures
suitable for up to 25 people.

The project aims to deliver an outdoor seating system that is both weather-resistant and capable of lasting at least three exhibition
seasons between 2018 and 2020. Proposals must also be capable of being assembled and disassembled easily and quickly by on-site
staff.

New York

Socrates Park

According to the brief: ‘Socrates Sculpture Park and The Architectural League invite emerging designers and architects to help shape the
physical setting in which the park fulfils its role as a venue for art, creative expression, public programming, and education.

‘The seating should be easily movable by park visitors and staff, but solid enough that visitors are discouraged from removing it from the
park. The seating should also have a unique and cohesive identity that distinguishes it from the surrounding art installations or typical
New York Parks Department designs.’

The Socrates Sculpture Park was founded in 1986 and occupies the site of a former landfill overlooking the East River. The museum and
outdoor exhibition space are situated in Long Island City, which was founded as an independent metropolis in 1870 but later absorbed
into New York City’s Queens neighbourhood.

Featuring several bridges and tunnels linking Queens to Manhattan Island, the area was a major centre for heavy industry during the 19th
and 20th centuries.

Today the post-industrial district is home to many art galleries, institutions, and studio spaces, including the Noguchi Museum, MoMA PS1
and the Fisher Landau Centre. Three years ago the nearby mural space, 5Pointz Aerosol Art Centre, was controversially demolished to
make way for a new condominium complex.

Seating concepts must also be adaptable for multiple locations throughout the park, including areas near to the entrances and an
education area.

Previous winners of the park’s annual commission include Circle Shade by Eva Jensen Design in 2017, Sticks by Nancy Hou and Josh de
Sousa in 2016, Torqueing Spheres by Simon Kim of IK Studio in 2016, and SuralArk by Jason Timberlake Austin and Aleksandr Mergold
in 2015.

This years’ jury includes artist Allan Wexler, Socrates Sculpture Park director John Hatfield, Chee Pearlman curator and creator at TED
Conferences, Claire Weisz of WXY architects, Elaine Molinar of Snøhetta architects and designer Leon Ransmeier.

Applications should include a cover page, 150-word summary, project proposals, budget, 1,000-word description and renderings or
sketches of the concept. Team member CVs featuring up to seven images of previous works are also required.

The winning team will receive a $6,000 budget to cover all delivery costs for the four structures, including design, materials, delivery,
labour and initial installation.
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New York

Socrates Park

How to apply

Deadline

The deadline for submissions is at 11:59pm local time (EST) on 8 January

Contact details

The Architectural League of New York
594 Broadway, Suite 607
New York, NY 10012

Email: info@archleague.org
Tel: +1 212 753 1722

View the competition website for more information

Map data ©2019 Imagery ©2019 , Bluesky, Maxar Technologies, Sanborn, USDA Farm Service AgencyReport a map error

Socrates Sculpture Park
32-01 Vernon Blvd, Long Island City,
NY 11106, USA  

Directions
  

Save

4.3  1,088 reviews

View larger map

Sign in

Sticks case study: Q&A with Josh de Sousa
The co-founder of Hou de Sousa discusses lessons learned designing a competition-winning learning space for the sculpture park

How did your project deliver a new learning space for the park in response to the contest brief?

https://www.google.com/maps/@40.768479,-73.9366363,17z/data=!3m1!1e3!10m1!1e1!12b1?source=apiv3&rapsrc=apiv3
https://maps.google.com/maps?ll=40.768479,-73.936636&z=17&t=h&hl=en-US&gl=GB&mapclient=embed&daddr=Socrates%20Sculpture%20Park%2032-01%20Vernon%20Blvd%20Long%20Island%20City%2C%20NY%2011106%20USA@40.768479,-73.9366363
https://maps.google.com/maps?ll=40.768479,-73.936636&z=17&t=h&hl=en-US&gl=GB&mapclient=embed&cid=13894085166051441943
http://www.google.co.uk/search?q=Socrates+Sculpture+Park,+32-01+Vernon+Blvd,+Long+Island+City,+NY+11106,+USA&ludocid=13894085166051441943#lrd=0x89c258b558e6c8bd:0xc0d1b4d831853d17,1
https://accounts.google.com/ServiceLogin?continue=https://www.google.com/maps/api/js/ApplicationService.AuthSuccess?pb=!1e2
mailto:info@archleague.org
http://archleague.org/2017/11/call-for-proposals-folly-function-2018/
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Josh de Sousa

Josh de Sousa

Sticks by Hou de Sousa

Sticks by Hou de Sousa

The competition’s entrants were tasked with addressing the paradoxical nature of a folly, which is an
architectural typology fundamentally at odds with issues of practicality, while simultaneously solving an
immediate pragmatic concern hindering the mission of the park. Namely, the replacement of a storm-
damaged shed that had housed an array of activities and art courses.

We essentially proposed a scaffold that supports the
production and display of art. The kit-of-parts
composing this functionally saturated exoskeleton
serve as structure, storage, shading device and
curatorial display system simultaneously. Coalesced
into a whole, the project shelters an educational
space dedicated to teaching the public the means
and methods of producing art. Given the nature of
the program, we wanted the transparently express a
simple set of tectonics. While designing this project,
we found ourselves retracing lessons we hadn’t
considered since our undergraduate years, when we
first learned about the Bauhaus masters and
Metabolists.

While we focused on designing an assembly system
that could be easily built, it also had to be capable of
adapting to a variety of existing conditions. A storage
container filled with tools and art supplies stood
immediately adjacent to the buildable site. Our
project piggy-backs above the neighbouring
container, thereby transferring loads onto an existing
structure and reducing the number of foundation
piers which would have been required.

Which architectural, material, visual and other
methods did you harness in your design?

When we first visited the park and explored around a
bit, we found that tucked away near the corner of the
site, beyond the public’s reach, stood several large
storage racks heaped with scrap material. Their
jagged composition of disparate parts embodied the
park itself. Standing before us were the scattered
remnants of the sculptures and follies of years past,

disassembled and fragmented, but also ready and waiting to take part in future
work. Dust to dust, and so forth. We wanted to put this scrap on a pedestal and
display it as the dynamic archive it was.

The project’s façade features outwardly protruding 2x2 cedar webbing members
which support and display this raw material, while allowing it to serve the double
purpose of shingling away precipitation. Stored away within the roof trusses, the
scrap diffuses natural light, cooling the space beneath it during warmer months.
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Sticks by Hou de Sousa

Sticks by Hou de Sousa

What advice would you have to contest participants on designing new seating for the park?

The winning proposal will be built, so it must be fiscally and structurally feasible. And given that the focus of this year’s competition is
seating, mobility, modularity, and reconfigurability may prove critical.

More broadly speaking, the peculiarities and kinetic character of the site should be carefully considered. Socrates Sculpture Park is an
engine of culture that churns out free public art courses, hosts an array of events, both large and small, supports artists in residence with
substantial on-site facilities, and showcases new artwork on a rotating seasonal basis. A successful seating design will play an active role
in supporting the activities that surround it, while concurrently contributing to the frenetic conversation.

Sticks by Hou de Sousa

Sticks by Hou de Sousa

Circle Shade case study: Q&A with Eva Jensen
The founder of Eva Jensen Design discusses lessons learned designing a competition-winning pop-up shelter for the sculpture park

How did your project deliver a new shelter for the park in response to the contest brief?
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Eva Jensen

Eva Jensen

Circle Shade 2πR4 is a minimal and refined portable canopy structure for adaptable use and quick assembly
by 1-2 people. The system is designed as a kit of parts based on the tripod structural concept. It consists of
three main components and only seven parts: one circular canopy, three poles and three cylindrical
counterweights that integrate as furniture. Circle Shade delivered what the brief called for, and more, creating
a new concept that synthesises an innovative solution to current shade structures and portable tent systems.
It offers an open space beneath the canopy, and the counterweights serve as seat, backrest, tabletop and
step stool during set up. The canopy membrane allows an opportunity for branding as shown with the park’s
logo. The system is flexible and non-directional and can be set up as a single unit or in series. When set up in
series of multiples, Circle Shade creates infinite possible constellations of playful dynamic spaces allowing
visitors to enjoy a seat by themselves or engage where counterweights group together.
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Circle Shade by Eva Jensen Design

Circle Shade by Eva Jensen Design

Which architectural, material, visual and other methods did you harness in your design?

The project presented an opportunity and necessity to design and develop the system with a high level of attention to detail throughout all
scales from concept to connections incorporating functional, structural and technical considerations along with material research and
fabrication processes. All system components and parts were taken through a focused design process to develop details taking above
mentioned considerations including handling requirements into account. The design was tested in 1:1 scale mock-ups, models and 3D
models. We strived for the design to be cohesive and to articulate a distilled architectural vocabulary reflecting the fundamental
geometries – circle and triangle – and letting these define the design DNA from form through detail. Working to a tight budget, 3D
rendering and visualisation in hand with 3D printing offered the opportunity for intricate detailing and individual customisation of
connection components at low costs. With a thorough design method and precision in 3D models we were able to issue direct fabrication
drawings to production collaborators. Without remake of any parts, and on a tight budget, we build four prototypes joining bespoke
handcrafts with customised high-tech.

Circle Shade by Eva Jensen Design

Circle Shade by Eva Jensen Design

What advice would you have to contest participants on designing new seating for the park?

Engage in the purpose of good design and architecture. Be open, observe, listen and relish the design process. Embark on material
research and understand fabrication methods as cost matters. Analyse and synthesise. Be mindful of context, and the fact that you are
designing for the public realm and outdoor elements. Embrace designing for a beautiful, vibrant, innovative and sustainable now and
future.
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John Hatfield

John Hatfield

Q&A with John Hatfield
The executive director of Socrates Sculpture Park discusses his ambitions for the contest

Why are your holding a competition for new seating inside the sculpture
park?

Socrates Sculpture Park, with our Architectural League of New York partner, has
been exploring the intersection between art and architecture through an open call
design-build competition with extraordinary results. The multitude of design
solutions generated from a competition allow for Socrates Sculpture Park,
Architectural League and our esteemed jurors an insight into 21st-century
thinking and trends from young professionals in the field. Recently we realised
how mutually beneficial it would be for the park and architects to focus on
improving the park experience. Architects have an opportunity for their work to be
seen (and used) within the context of a highly social programmed space and the
park benefits from providing an additional amenity. Based on what visitors in the
park desired as an improvement, seating certainly came to the forefront to better
enjoy our programs and waterfront view of Manhattan. All architects and
designers at some point have delved into seating as a way of exploring their own
unique perspectives of aesthetics and function. With seating, the permutations
are endless. It’s a singular, concise focused project with an immediate beneficial
result.

What is your vision for the new seating?

The park itself is 5 acres – a highly trafficked urban oasis of green space in New
York City. The only design constraints for the seating are ones of practicality for
use, durability, portability, economy and a desire for innovative aesthetic and
material choices. Contextually as a contemporary art organization, a socially
engaged community hub and urban park created from landfill, the park supports
and encourages the most innovative ideas of design rather than historical models
of public seating typically seen and used in NYC Parks. Our goal, like the
Serpentine Galleries’ annual pavilion commissions, is to advance the practice of
architecture and design but for younger architects that would most benefit from
the experience and profile of New York City.

What sort of architects and designers are you hoping will apply?

Over 200,000 people visit the park with visitors ranging from art and architectural
professionals to our local community that use the park every day. It has been our
experience, the selected architects and featured notable entries, benefit from the
review process itself, published reflections on proposed design themes and the
press generated from the selected project on view in the park. Social media has
also contributed greatly to the vast numbers of people viewing the project. Too
often projects languish in the virtual world of CAD, whereas we are elevating an
individual’s practice through a project in reality. Uniquely, Socrates Sculpture
Park also has fabrication facilities on site and expertise to assist young architects

in the physical design-build process. The park was born from volunteers and community involvement, so it only seems fitting to run a
completion.

Which other design opportunities are on the horizon and how will the architects/designers be procured?

Socrates Sculpture Park has many plans in the future to continue our design competition projects which might include green/sustainability
interventions, solar powering stations, water catch systems, demountable large stage, canopies – the needs and opportunities here at the
park are exciting and build upon the success of previous projects and collaborations.

Are there any other seating projects you have been impressed by?
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Circle Shade by Eva Jensen Design

Circle Shade by Eva Jensen Design

Sticks by Hou de Sousa

Sticks by Hou de Sousa

We would not like to not
cite specifics on notable
seating since that might
prejudge what we
expect from the
competition or lead
architects in a specific
direction. There are
genres of seating
strategies which are
notable using recycled
tyres, discarded wood
pallets reconfigured or
mass-produced plastic
chairs ‘hacked’ to better
design, modularly built
seating from CNC cut
parts, and common
hardware material
designs. These are
economical strategies
and also function in a
pedagogical manner
about efficiency,
technology and/or
sustainability.
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Ferietid er læsetid. Prøv én måned for 1 krone

Fem minutter vil det tage at samle de mobile parasoller, som kommer med små stole, man kan sætte sig på. Pr-foto

KULTUR 15. JUL. 2017 KL. 15.34

   

LARS HEDEBO OLSEN
Journalist

Designnyt: Dansk arkitekt
skaber skygge i
newyorkerpark
Mobile parasoller med indbyggede møbler, skal give skygge til
gæster i skulpturpark.

Den danske arkitekt Eva Christine Jensen, der er bosiddende i New York,

Danmarks bedste kulturredaktion
samler ugens vigtigste historier for dig
der elsker bøger, musik, !lm og kunst.

Indtast din email

Ja tak. Politiken må lejlighedsvis gerne
kontakte mig med nyheder, tilbud om gratis e-
bøger og andre gode tilbud, på mail, sms og

FÅ KULTUREN I DIN
INDBAKKE

Onsdag

 Kundecenter  Plus  Live  Billet  Nyhedsbreve  E-avis  Annoncer  Persondata Log ind  Køb abonnement

KULTUR FILM OG TV MUSIK ROSKILDE FESTIVAL MEDIER BØGER KUNST SCENE EROTIK DESIGN ARKITEKTUR MODE HISTORIE
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har netop kunnet indvie det projekt, hun har designet til parken Socrates

Sculpture Park i den amerikanske storby.

Projektet hedder Circle Shade og løb med førsteprisen i konkurrencen

Folly-Function 2017, som er en årlig designkonkurrence, der udskrives af

The Architectural League of New York og Socrates Sculpture Park.

Eva Christine Jensens Circle Shade består af fire store parasollignende

installationer, som danner skyggeområder, der er så store, at man kan

sidde flere mennesker under dem – blandt andet på de indbyggede

møbler, der er en del af Circle Shade. Det hele kan flyttes, hvis man får

behov for at sidde et andet sted i parken, og det var netop et krav fra

konkurrencens side, at de deltagende designere og arkitekter skulle skabe

mobile løsninger. Fem minutter vil det tage at samle en af de store Circle

Shades, som er skabt af dele, som er printet ud ved hjælp af en 3D-printer.

Projektet, der altså nu står i Socrates Sculpture Park i New York, kan

opleves frem til slutningen af oktober.

   

REDAKTIONEN ANBEFALER:
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Arkitekter fordømte hotellets ydre, men den indre
ansigtsløftning er altså vellykket
Lørdag 24. juni 2017

Cecilie Manz’ stol er appellerende enkel
Mandag 15. maj 2017

telefon. Jeg kan, til en hver tid, framelde mig.
Læs mere her.

Kulturforbrugeren: »Det skal
ikke være nogen løgn, at Hugo
Helmigs ’Please Don’t Lie’ kører
på repeat i mit hoved«
2 timer siden

5 hjerter: Genial britisk designer
er så underspillet, at det næsten
er kedeligt - men også kun
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2 timer siden
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Circle Shade-2πR4 in a constella#on of four units. Tilted shade canopies are li$ed into the sky by a tripod pole
structure anchored by cylindrical counterweights.
 
Background: Circle Shade 2πR4 is the winning proposal for Folly/Func#on 2017, an annual design/build compe##on
organized by The Architectural League of New York and Socrates Sculpture Park. This year’s brief called for four
portable and demountable shade structures with adaptable use in the park environment Design: Circle Shade 2πR4 is
created as a set of four shade structures combining high tech and handcra$ed fabrica#on methods. The design
vocabulary is minimal and clean. The Circle Shade unit is composed of two fundamental geometries: the circle and
the triangle, and these shapes define the DNA of the design from the overall structure to the intricate detailing of the
joint connectors. The circle shapes the canopy crown as well as the cylindrical counterweights, and the triangle
provides for the segment division of canopy ring and the plan layout of the counterweights. The Canopy circle and
the counterweight triangle base layout are connected by a set of tripod poles. A single unit consists of 3 main
components, and a total of only 7 parts: 1 canopy, 3 poles and 3 counter weight cylinder bases. These elements are
assembled in a few simple steps, and held in place by only 6 T-handle pins. A single unit anchors a space, allowing for
adaptable use, as the concrete counterweights serve as seat, back rest, table top and step stools during set up. In
sequence the non-direc#onal structures can rotate in posi#on to one another and create a varia#on of dynamic
spaces in an open constella#on. Canopy: The canopy circle ring is fabricated of bent aluminum tubing that is divided
into three ring segments and connected with 3D printed joint nodes. The solar shade membrane is finished with a
reinforced grommeted edge binding. The membrane is hand laced in a simple perpendicular lacing pa!ern through
small eyebolts in the ring and embedded channels at ring segment joint nodes. The canopies are li$ed towards the
sky by the aluminum tripod pole structure consis#ng of two longer and one shorter pole that pitch the canopy.
Circular shadows are cast beneath where counterweights cluster or stand-alone crea#ng in#mate space for
conversa#on or a seat for individual contempla#on. Canopy Ring Nodes: The canopy ring nodes are designed as
three-armed node connectors, and individual detailed to hold the canopy in an angled posi#on ini#ated by the tripod
poles. The customiza#on is afforded by the 3D fabrica#on process. A T-handle pin fastened to the poles with a
lanyard fixates the pole to joint node connec#on. A cleat ring node receives the short pole, and connects the canopy
at its lowest point. The rope ends are laced through internal channels in the node, and #ed and fastened to the
triangular cleat system, allowing for future rope line adjustments as the canopy membrane se!les. Embedded
channel ring nodes at the longer poles are designed with angled arms to support the pitch of the canopy. Lacing of
the membrane is integrated through an internal channel system accessed by three openings at the face of the node.
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Counterweight cylinder node brackets: Two offset cylindrical brackets protrude through the curved wall of the
counterweight for holding the tripod poles in place at a 12-degree angle above the ground. The brackets, like the
joint nodes, are 3D printed, and detailed as clean simple cylinders. The upper cylinder node bracket allows for the
pole to pass through, while the lower cylinder node bracket provides an elevated base with drainage. Concrete
Counterweights: The concrete counterweights are mold casted with fiberglass and other aggregate for reinforcement
and weight control. The concrete cylinder has a smooth finish, and is fi!ed with a CNC milled birch plywood top
serving as seat, table top base and step stool during set up. The concrete cylinder is detailed with openings for
handling, and an internal base with U- shaped hooks for staking to ground as required. Structural system: Circle
Shade 2πR4 is based on the structural tripod concept for carrying load forces, and all node joints are designed as
rigid moment frame connec#ons. The structures express a dichotomy between the light circular canopy on thin poles
grounded by the drum shaped counterweights. Fabrica#on: The system is fabricated as a refined high tech 21st
century system making use of 3D print technology allowing for new freedom of shapes. All node joints are fabricated
as high strength structural 3D printed nylon-carbon fiber composite with fused filament technology. The system is
simple yet elegant and sophis#cated, integra#ng hand cra$ing with 3D print fabrica#on. The 3D print fabrica#on of
structural components has the poten#al to provide infinite control over freeform design without increase of cost.
Designing free integrated forms with curved shapes and more complicated geometries can now be effortless and
beau#ful. Assembly: The circular canopy rolls out with ease, and the three poles li$ the canopy into posi#on.
Herea$er the counterweights are set up next to each of the tripod legs, and the structure is li$ed in to place. A T-
handle pin at the six pole connec#on points fixes and stabilizes the system. The counterweights serve to ground the
structure and prevent upli$. The user is invited to feel part of anchoring the unit. Poe#cs: Circle Shade 2πR4 is a light
and minimal tripod figure anchored to weighty feet, li$ing a circle shade and radia#ng energy of wheel. As a
constella#on in the landscape, a playful composi#on of dynamic structures emerges, cas#ng res&ul rhythms of round
shadows punctuated by a faster beat of cylindrical drums. The assemblies appear light and airy yet grounded. On
View: Circle Shade 2πR4 installa#on opened to the public at Sols#ces on June 21st, 2017, and is an ongoing
installa#on exhibi#on of four new shade structures. They can be experienced and viewed this summer un#l October
28, 2017 at: Socrates Sculpture Park in New York at 32-01 Vernon Blvd, Long Island City, NY Photography courtesy
of Eva Jensen Design, Jonathan Pilkington Photographer
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The constella#on shows a dynamic composi#on of a series of non-direc#onal rotated Circle Shade units.
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The counterweight offers a seat, back rest, table top, display surface and step stool during set up. The user is invited
to feel part of anchoring the unit
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Kit of Parts: One solar shade canopy, a set of tripod poles and three cylindrical counterweights make one Circle
Shade unit.
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A single unit as a new type of outdoor furniture element providing shade, a seat and a peaceful place to be, whether
in the park or at the waterfront
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3D printed high strength structural node joint – cleats and embedded channel system integrate lacing of the canopy
membrane
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3D printed node with integrated channels for lacing of the canopy membrane
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The outer side of the joint nodes are detailed with a triangular face. This provides a flat base for the 3D print process,
and references the fundamental triangular shape inherent to the design
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From 'dOGUMENTA' to 'Seated Ballerina': 

34 Amazing Public Art Shows to See in 

New York This Summer 

Jeff Koons, Alex Prager, Marilyn Minter, and more. 
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To celebrate the first day of summer, artnet News has sought 

out the best in public art in view across the city this year, with 

works in all five boroughs to get out and enjoy. From some of 

the art world's biggest names to emerging artists, and 

sculpture to interactive performance, there's something to 

appeal to the taste of every art lover, so start planning your art 

staycation now. 
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Subject: Denmark in New York - June 2017
Date: Wednesday, May 31, 2017 at 2:37:11 PM Eastern Daylight Time
From: Denmark in New York on behalf of Denmark in New York
To: Eva Jensen

Newsletter // June 2017

                            

March with #NordicsForEquality at
NYC Pride!
Join #DenmarkinNY at the NYC Pride march on June 25. The Nordic consulates in NYC will once again
participate in the annual Pride March in support of the LGBTQ community and the ongoing fight for equal
rights around the world. Make sure to attend and share the Facebook event and we'll look forward to
seeing you there!
 
Details regarding meet-up location will be posted on the event as the date gets closer, so stay tuned!
 

http://usa.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=ba5e1aa2bdf80115169a6dee5&id=99fe005c31&e=bf9df9a052
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Freely mixing gender roles, Playing the Queen entices the audience with its perceptive writing and
hilariously dark comedy. The play takes a look at the relationship between women, power and the media
in the 21st century, but also draws on a broader historical perspective. Playwright Antti Mikkola’s keenly
observed, incisive script is inspired by true stories but expands into a multifaceted work blending past with
present.
 
Click here to get tickets for the free event.

WHEN: June 5, 7.30pm WHERE: Volvo Hall, Scandinavia House, 58 Park Avenue
 

Eva Jensen gets Folly Function installation at
Socrates Sculpture Park
 
See the works from the team behind Eva Jensen Design, the winners of the 2017 Folly/Function
competition in New York. Launched in 2012 as an examination of architectural follies, the competition
requests a large-scale project with utilitarian purpose for public exhibition at the park. This year, the
competition challenged designers to create four portable and deployable canopy structures.
 
The exhibition Circle Shade – 2πR4 consists of three main components – a circular canopy, aluminum
support poles, and cylindrical drum counter weights. The circular canopy is connected to the poles with
custom designed high strength structural 3D-printed joint nodes, engineered as rigid moment-frame
connections, with the ability to customize for variable pitches to the canopy.
 
The opening is on June 21 at 5pm.
 
WHEN: June 21-October 28 WHERE: Socrates Sculpture Park.
 

http://usa.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=ba5e1aa2bdf80115169a6dee5&id=1d010cac4e&e=bf9df9a052
http://usa.us12.list-manage2.com/track/click?u=ba5e1aa2bdf80115169a6dee5&id=7a32a1a523&e=bf9df9a052
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  | News (/news)

Eva Jensen Design Named 2017 Folly/Function Winner
April 1, 2017
By Ryan Waddoups (https://www.instagram.com/ryanwaddoups/)

The Architectural League of New York (http://archleague.org/) and Socrates Sculpture Park (http://socratessculpturepark.org/) have announced New

York–based firm Eva Jensen Design (http://www.evajensendesign.com/), in collaboration with Laufs Engineering Design (http://www.laufsed.com/), as

the winners of the 2017 Folly/Function competition. Launched in 2012 as an examination of architectural follies, the competition requests a large-scale

project with utilitarian purpose for public exhibition at the park. This year, the competition challenged designers to create four portable and

deployable canopy structures. 

 

Circle Shade - 2πR4 by Eva Jensen Design and Laufs Engineering Design have been named this year's winner of the Folly/Function competition. Rendering courtesy of Eva
Jensen Design.

The winning proposal, Circle Shade - 2πR4, features three main components—a circular canopy, aluminum support poles, and cylindrical drum counter

weights. The canopy connects to the poles with custom 3D-printed joint nodes, giving park-goers the ability to adjust the canopies for variable pitches.

The drum counter weights, which anchor each structure, have dual functionality as seating, display surfaces, or step stools.

The proposal was selected by a jury of six architecture and design luminaries including Tatiana Bilbao (Tatiana Bilbao ESTUDIO

(https://www.tatianabilbao.com/)), Eric Bunge (nARCHITECTS (http://narchitects.com/)), Mary Miss (City as Living Laboratory

(http://www.cityaslivinglab.org/)), Craig Schwitter (BuroHappold Engineering (http://www.burohappold.com/)), Hayes Slade (Slade Architecture

(http://www.sladearch.com/)), and John Hatfield (Socrates Sculpture Park). Circle Shade - 2πR4 will officially debut to the public on June 21, 2017,

during Socrates Sculpture Park’s annual summer solstice celebration. 
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New York-based Eva Jensen Design + Laufs Engineering Design's “Circle Shade - 2πR4” was announced today as the winning
proposal for this year's Folly Function installation at Socrates Sculpture Park in Long Island City. Organized by the Socrates
Sculpture Park and the Architectural League of New York, the design/build competition calls for early-career architects and
designers to propose contemporary interpretations of the architectural folly, which must also fulfill a specific function. This
year's challenge asked entrants to design four portable and deployable canopy structures for flexible use throughout the Park.

In response, the Eva Jensen team used the circle to form their design. Circle Shade - 2πR4 is a portable shading structure that
can be used for the Park's various summer events. Its circular canopy connects to the aluminum support poles with custom
designed, adjustable structural 3D-printed joint nodes, which are engineered as two rigid connections. Each circular canopy is
tilted and the structures can rotate to different positions. The cylindrical drum counter-weights can also be used as step-
stools, display surfaces, or additional seating.

Read on for more.

Read the full post on Bustler
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